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The official description for the book After by Anna Todd is: “There was the 
time before Tessa met Hardin, and then there’s everything AFTER... Life 
will never be the same.”  

Tessa is a good girl with a sweet, reliable boyfriend back home. She has 
direction, ambition, and a mother who is intent on keeping her that 
way.  But she has barely moved into her freshman dorm when she runs into 
Hardin. With his tousled brown hair, cocky British accent, tattoos, and lip 
ring, Hardin is cute and different from what she is used to.  

But, he is also rude—to the point of cruelty, even. For all his attitude, Tessa 

should hate Hardin. And she does—until she finds herself alone with him in 
his room. Something about his dark mood grabs her, and when they kiss it 
ignites within her a passion she has never known before.  He will call her 
beautiful, then insist he is not the one for her and disappear again and 
again. Despite the reckless way he treats her, Tessa is compelled to dig 
deeper and find the real Hardin beneath all his lies. He pushes her away 



again and again, yet every time she pushes back, he only pulls her in deep-
er.  

Tessa already has the perfect boyfriend. So why is she trying so hard to 
overcome her own hurt pride and Hardin’s prejudice about nice girls like 
her? Unless… could this be love?” 

The genre is Young Adult, Romance. While reading this book I could not 

put it down it was so good. All I wanted to do was see what was going to 
happen next and other times I had to put the book down just to absorb 
some of the jaw-dropping plot-twists you would never see coming. 

This book is unlike most I read where everything is predictable and the cou-
ples only have one fight, make up, and then live happily ever after. This 
book involves some very intense real-life problems - despite it being fiction. 
There were plenty of amazing reviews online and offline from friends I sug-
gested the book to and who read the entire series. This one comment post-
ed anonymously I found I think best describes the series: 

This series as a whole completely wrecked me. I couldn't put it down 

and may have neglected my kids just to finish it. I do have to say 

though, that if you're a reader that doesn't like to read a lot of stress 

and drama then this series isn't for you because it is filled with non-

stop fighting, yelling, betrayal, and so many more issues. For me 

though I loved reading it, was laughing at some of the lighter mo-

ments and yelling at these characters when they were both being ri-

diculous. There is a lot of push and pull and angst in this book and 

Anna Todd certainly did a great job in telling such an intense story 

that deals with addiction and anger issues and it was more true to its 

form when there are individuals in those relationships that you do 

have to fight for and that are not easy. So I would definitely give this a 

read and will just warn you to get prepared for it. 

I strongly recommend this series to mature readers and there will be a 
movie coming out on April 12th. It’s starring Hero Fiennes-Tiffin as Hardin 

Scott and Josephine Langford as Tessa Young. Fun Fact: This book was 
originally a Fanfiction on Wattpad that was being turned into a movie before 
a book, but the books came out first. 

 



This year’s senior outing was on  Friday, February 15th.  

Ms. Parker, our class advisor, arranged a day of fun-filled 

activities for the 2019 graduating class.  Two busses full of 

seniors travelled to our first stop bowling!  We bowled two 

games at Allie Brandt Lanes in Lockport.  Our next 

stop was Old Country Buffet for lunch. The taco 

bar,  unlimited ice cream and desserts  were a big 

hit. From there we travelled to Laser Tron where  

a few students dominated at both laser tag and 

the basketball on carts.  Dinner was at a Western 

New York landmark restaurant—Chef’s.  We had a 

private room in the back (very fancy) and loaded 

up on  mashed potatoes and stuffing. Our last 

stop was the Sabres game.  Although the Rangers 

beat the Sabres 6-2. It was a  great time.  As our 

senior year comes to an end faster than we expected, it is 

times like these that will form lasting memories of our high 

school experience. 
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When Tomorrow Comes 
By: Lydia Pusateri 

 
 

Even though there’s no longer light 

Just mere darkness and sorrow 

Grasp the good memories 

And hold on until tomorrow 

 

Even if today was bad 

Forget it and let it fade away 

Don’t let it make you sad 

Because tomorrow will be a better day 

 

Sleep away the bad memories 

Open your eyes and feel at bay 

Get ready to make new stories 

Cause when tomorrow comes it’s a new day 

 

When tomorrow comes stop feeling blue 

Don’t let life wear you thin 

Tomorrow let the light shine through 

Fight the darkness and don’t let it within 

 
 

Step into the light and take a breath 

Don’t let the struggles consume you anymore 

Don’t let the darkness drive you to death 

Because life is offering much more 

 

Wash away everything that happened yesterday 

Let the magic of the new day sink in 

Believe me when I say there’s a way 

For when tomorrow comes it’s your time to win 

 



 
 
 
This year’s musical was a huge success!  Seussical the Musical was a fun-filled mish-mash of several Dr. 
Seuss stories.  The cast did a phenomenal job.  The set design was amazing.  The music was some of the 
best in years. The lighting crew was on point and the play itself was fun and creative!  
 
So many people have a hand in making these productions a success.  This year we even had an unprece-
dented guest performance from our superintendent, Dr. Stopinski.  All of the leads did an amazing job . 
The vocal talent and showmanship was incredible. Great job to everyone!  Here is some recognition for 
our stars. 
 
 
Mrs. Kathy Bleiler-Dick 
Mrs. Kathy Pease  
Mrs. Susan Rothwell   
Mrs. Carol Blumrick - Producer  
Mrs. Peggy Hanavan - Costumer 
 
Leads: 
Charlie Brigham -  Cat 
Madison Pratt  - Gertrude McFuzz    
Logan Edwards - Horton 
Mackenzie Rothwell - Mayzie   
Jordyn Bobzien - JoJo    
Edward Murphy - Mr. Mayor 
Meghan Washington - Sour Kangaroo    
Hunter Pratt - General Schmitz  
Sophia Weber - Mrs. Mayor     



 
Bird Girls: Paige Dent, Isabelle Covert, Maddy Groffenberg, Adrianna Gutierrez, 
and Mackenzie White 
 
Wickershams: Miles Clarke, Nikolas Gutierrez ,Jacob McKernan, Justin 
McKernan, Alex Murray, and Justin Strothmann 
 
Ensemble: Cast Manager- Miss Colleen Burkett 
Madison Armagost, Jessica Donner, Allison Haley, Samantha Mikits,  Isabella San-
tella, Jade Trautman,   Emmaline Verratti,   Elise Baumer, Crystalina Baumer, Alli-
son Dent, Malorie Dietz,  Destanie Giertz, Chelsie Gutierrez, Haley Hallows, Rylee 
Hallows, Sophia Harding, Arianna Hayes,  Abigail Murphy, Brooke Noble, Sophia 
Santella, Gabriella Smith, Madison Kelley,  Abby MacNeal, Abigail Pratt, Ella Seib, 
Paige Smith, Jennifer Sparks, Hanna Willard, Rio Wood, Mercy Walker, and Nadia 
White 
 
Little Whos: Izabella Bloom, Isabella Cercone, Emily Froman, Zamora Garcia, 
Mackenzie Landers, Tyler Rothwell, Ciera Sanchez, Quinn Schmidt, Brooklyn 
Schumacher, Ryan Townsend,  Karisma Washington, Jase Waters, Brooke Corser, 
Pey- ton 



 
 
 
 
Pit Orchestra: 
Mr. Gerry Bacon - 
Director      
Mrs. Janice McKinney - Accompanist 
Faith George, Kayla Hagen, Ian Whitford, Hannah Aiken, Joshua Leder-
house, Andrew Ossont, Tagen Decker, Shaelyn Staines, Bradley Voelker, 
Cameron Van Buren, Carter Green, Emilia Peracciny, Miranda Wolter, 
Ashton Becker, Colleen Ulrich, William Rickard, Ryan Hiller, Anna Rick-
ard, Cody Drum, Aaron Bacon, Mr. Ken Leonard, Ms. Alexis Leonard, 
Mr. Wayne Blumrick, Mr. Peter Dauphin, Mrs. Jennifer Koplas, Mr. James Francisco, Mr. David Blum-

rick, and Mr. Brandon Burgess 
 
Lights and Sound: Mr. Chris Schaus, 
Evan Dodge, Quinten Koch, Jeff Chap-
man, Mason Collins, and Sarah Martin 
 
Set Design: Mrs. Heather Pedini
 Mr. Shane Pedini, Ed Hahn, Miah Gle-
na, Rebecca Berner, Sydney Rhinehart, 
Josh Haley, Ben White, and Haley 
Berner 
 
Harper Schmidt… Baby Lion      Klug...  
Baby Elephant 



Stars are Born 





Hometown 1340 WLVL. 320 Michigan Street, Lockport, New York. 
A building that is very familiar to me. For the past three years I have been 
going there once a week to compete with three other classmates against 
some of the brightest young minds in our area. This competition is known 
as Scholastic Bowl. It is comprised of four rounds of questions on many 
different kinds of categories. Although this is not a sport for the body, it is 
most definitely a sport for the mind. Whenever I am sitting at the table 
about to start a match, I feel the same nerves that I would feel before start-
ing a soccer game or a tennis match. 

Our adviser, or coach, is Mr. Reith. Every Tuesday we have practices 
in his room after school to help decide who goes on the radio. Although he 
has not changed the questions that we use since 2005, they help us get pre-
pared for a number of categories and they help us know what our strengths 
and weaknesses are. Each person has an area that they are best in, but eve-
rybody contributes for questions that they may not be the best in. You learn 
to work with your team and learn who is best at what and who can answer 
the fastest or guess the best. 
 I have been on the radio quite a bit. As far as I can remember, I have 
only missed about five matches, and I have seen many people come and go. 
My first year on the radio there was a solid group of five students that 
would go on the radio. That year we ended the season with the most points 
out of any of the schools competing, but we failed to win it all. Last year 
two of our regulars graduated, but they were replaced by three new students 
who would go on the radio regularly and two who appeared a couple of 
times each. We made the playoffs, but we failed to advance to the final 
round after a poor showing in the first. This year however, we hope to 
bounce back with a solid core of four, and two people who have semi-
regular appearances. Aaron Bacon, our captain, Cameron VanBuren, Ian 
Whitford, and myself are the regulars on the radio with Justin Camp and 
Mercy Walker appearing to contribute when we cannot. 
 As nerdy as this all may sound, this is one of the best experiences I 
have had in high school and I would encourage anyone who has a slight in-
terest in trivia to join as soon as possible. You will gain more knowledge 
than you would think and the friends you make will stick with you. If you 
want to join or have any other questions, ask one of the people in the club, 
including myself, or come up to Mr. Reith’s room and ask him. We are al-
ways looking to expand our team! 

 

By: Evan Dodge 



  

RIVERDALE: A review 
By: Mikenzie Hanssen 

Riverdale is a series on Netflix. In the show there is a murderer, called the black 
hood, who the characters are trying to catch. In the end, one of the main charac-
ters catches the ¨black hood¨ and it turns out to be her father. The plot focuses 
on a war between the North Side and the South Side. Here is a brief look at some 
of the main characters: 

Archie Andrews - is the son of Fred and Mary Andrew s and the boy-
friend of Veronica Lodge. 

Jug Head Jones - is the best friend of Archie Andrews. Jug Head is a smart, 
sharp-tongued, laid-back, easy going, and eccentric high school student. 

Betty Cooper – is the daughter of Hal and Alice Cooper, sister of Polly Cooper 
and half-sister of Chic Smith. She is the girlfriend of Jug Head Jones and the aunt 
to Jason and Polly's twin babies. 

Veronica Lodge - is the daughter of Hiram and Hermione Lodge and the girl-
friend of Archie Andrews. 

Fred Andrews -  is the ex-husband of Mary Andrews, father of Archie Andrews, 
and the owner of Andrews’ Construction. 

Hiram Lodge - is the husband of Herm ione Lodge, father  of Veronica 
Lodge, and the president of Lodge Industries. Hiram grew up in Riverdale, where 
he was known as the rich kid. 

I think you should definitely check this series out on Netflix. It is easy to get 
hooked on this show. There are three seasons, so you can start binge watching 
soon! 



Roy-Hart National Honors Society 
Helps the Community! 
By: Sarah McClintock 
 

One of the biggest parts of being a member of National Honor Society is service. Helping 
out the community and always providing help when it is needed. Both the Gasport Commu-
nity Food Pantry, located within Gasport Zion Lutheran Church, and the Middleport Food 
Pantry have a huge impact on our community by supplying meals to families within the Roy-
alton-Hartland area. The food pantries receive donations from community members, but also 
from locally ran food drives. They both welcome volunteers to help set-up for distribution 
days. 
 
The National Honor Society ran a canned food drive within the month of December, with all 
donations being given to the Middleport Food Pantry. We paired the food drive with basket-
ball games and swim meets to help drum up support from other members within the Roy-

Hart district. Our 
2018 canned food 
drive was extremely 
successful and we 
would like to thank 
everyone who helped 
us collect the food! 
You have helped the 
community in a huge 
way! 
 
Also through Nation-
al Honor Society, we 
had the rewarding 
opportunity to volun-
teer as a group at the 
Gasport Community 
Food Pantry. For the 
past few months, we 
have helped put to-
gether the meals that 
are distributed to 
families on distribu-
tion day. Through 
this experience, we 
all have been able to 
see firsthand the 
huge impact that the 
support from the 
community has on 
these families. 
 



In the 2019 Daytona 500 there was a massive wreck involving 
several cars. This big wreck impacted twenty-two cars and happened  

ten laps before the end of the race. Kyle Busch, Denny Hamlin, and Clint 
Bowyer were the top three drivers for the scheduled restart after the red flag. 
Ryan Blaney was among the names of those who crashed. 

 In the end, Denny Hamlin held off the reigning Cup Series champion, 
Joey Logano and his teammate Kyle Busch, to win the 61st Daytona 500. This 
was Denny Hamlin’s second win of his career in the Great American Race. Last 
year, Austin Dillon took the checkered flag in #3, made famous by Dale Earn-
hardt Sr., only twenty years after Dale Earnhardt had won his first and only 
Great American Race.  

This carnage was so massive that NASCAR was forced to throw the red 
flag for the track clean-up and also to address the running order. It took near-
ly thirty minutes before they had transitioned back to yellow. By the end of 
the race only nineteen out of the forty cars were running and only fourteen 
had completed every lap. 

 

2019 Daytona 500:  

The Big Race 

By: Kelsey Churchill 



On September 24th, 2018, BTS spoke at the United Nations for the 
#ENDviolence campaign that they started in 2017. BTS partnered with 
UNICEF in 2017 in order to spread this message. I am putting BTS’s speech 
from the U.N. in this article to spread the message to Roy-Hart. Kim Nam-
joon is the member of BTS that actually spoke at this global platform. He 
talks about the #ENDviolence campaign a little bit, but his speech is mainly 
directed towards trying to spread self-love to everyone. His focus is to 
reach teenagers and young adults in their twenties or thirties. Here is his 
speech: 

BTS’s United Nations Speech  

By: Lydia Pusateri 



"Thank you, Mr. Secretary General, UNICEF Executive Director, and all of the Excellencies and distin-
guished guests from across the world. My name is Kim Namjoon, also known as RM, the leader of the group 
BTS. It’s an incredible honor to be invited to an occasion with such significance for today’s young generation. 
Last November, BTS launched the “Love Myself” campaign with UNICEF, building on our belief that “true love 
first begins with loving myself.”  We have been partnering with UNICEF’s #ENDviolence program to protect 
children and young people all over the world from violence. And our fans have become a major part of this 
campaign with their action and enthusiasm. We truly have the best fans in the world. 

And I would like to begin by talking about myself. I was born in Ilsan, a city near Seoul, South Korea.  It’s a 
beautiful place, with a lake, hills, and even an annual flower festival. I spent a very happy childhood there, 
and I was just an ordinary boy. I use to look up at the night sky in wonder and dream the dreams of a boy. I 
used to imagine that I was a superhero, who could save the world. 

And in an intro to one of our early albums, there is a line that says, “My heart stopped…I was maybe nine or 
ten.” Looking back, that’s when I began to worry about what other people thought of me and started seeing 
myself through their eyes. I stopped looking up at the night sky, the stars. I stopped daydreaming. Instead I 
just tried to jam myself into the molds that other people made. Soon, I began to shut out my own voice and 
started to listen to the voices of others.  No one called out my name, and neither did I. My heart stopped and 
my eyes closed shut. So, like this, I, we, all lost our names. We became like ghosts. 

But I had one sensory, and that was music. There was a small voice inside of me that said, “Wake up, man, 
and listen to yourself!” But it took me a long time to hear music calling my name. Even after making the deci-
sion to join BTS, there were a lot of hurdles. Some people might not believe, but most people thought we 
were hopeless. And sometimes, I just wanted to quit. But I think I was very lucky that I didn’t give it all up. 

And I’m sure that I, and we, will keep stumbling and falling like this. BTS has become artists performing in 
huge stadiums and selling millions of albums right now, but I am still an ordinary, twenty-four-year-old guy. If 
there’s anything that I’ve achieved, it was only possible because I had my other BTS members right by my 
side, and because of the love and the support that our ARMY fans all over the world make for us. 

And maybe I made a mistake yesterday, but yesterday’s me is still me. Today, I am who I am with all my faults 
and my mistakes. Tomorrow I might be a tiny bit wiser, and that’ll be me too. These faults and mistakes are 
what I am, making up the brightest stars in the constellation of my life. I have come to love myself for who I 
am, for who I was, and for who I hope to become.   

I would like to say one last thing. After releasing the “Love Yourself” album and launching the “Love Myself” 
campaign,  we started to hear remarkable stories from our fans all over the world, how our message helped 
them overcome their hardships in life, and start loving themselves. Those stories constantly remind us of our 
responsibility. 

So, let’s all take one more step. We have learned to love ourselves, so now I urge you to speak yourself. I 
would like to ask all of you. What is your name? What excites you and makes your heart beat? Tell me your 
story. I want to hear your voice, and I want to hear your conviction. No matter who you are, where you’re 
from, your skin color, your gender identity: just speak yourself. 

Find your name and find your voice by speaking yourself. I’m Kim Namjoon, and also RM of BTS. I am an idol 
and I am an artist from a small town in Korea. Like most people, I’ve made many and plenty mistakes in my 
life. I have many faults and I have many fears, but I am going to embrace myself as hard as I can, and I’m 
starting to love myself, gradually just little by little. What is your name? Speak Yourself. Thank you very 
much.” 



It is that time of year again. The musical is in full swing, spring sports are 
just about to start up, and the band is rushing to tighten up any loose ends before 
our spring showcase concert. As stressful as this may seem, this is usually one the 
more fun times in the year. This year was different however. 

Our conductor, Mr. Bacon was out for two weeks after he had surgery on 
his back. For most bands this would put them back a lot, especially at a stressful 
time like this, but we were able to stick with it and help each other improve when 
he was out. I think times when Mr. Bacon is out, probably help us the most. 
When he is out, it allows us to relax and play at our own pace before he comes 
back and we begin to work as hard as we usually do. Of course we never sound 
as good without him as we do with him, but that is to be expected when you have 
a student try to conduct a band of fifty plus other students. When he comes back 
though, you can hear the difference in how we play. There is a more relaxed, yet 
confident, sound when he first gets back. I attribute that to the fact that we want 
to prove to him that we worked on our pieces while he was recovering, even 
though we had a relaxed and easy time when he was gone. 

His absence was probably felt the most by the pit. Our pit band for the mu-
sical is conducted by Mr. Bacon and while they are a small group of some of the 
best musicians at our school and some professionals, they still need his guidance 
and tips to sound the best they can and mesh well with those on stage. They seem 
to have gotten by well enough without him, but it is always important to have 
him around. 

 Our band is also preparing for our NYSSMA  All-State performance. 
We hope to do as well as we have in past 
years and bring home a gold, or even a 
gold with distinction. We almost always 
perform very well in this competition 
and I do not think this year will be any 
exception. 
This time of year is always hectic for the 
band, but it goes by quickly -too quickly 
sometimes. All the work we put in to 
make us sound the best we can always 
pays off and makes our band one of the 
top in the area. 
 

By: Evan Dodge 



 A month is 30 days! 
 I used to play with a salsa band in Arizona. 
 Recurring? I forgot that was a word. 
 You’re automatically an adult if your biceps are bigger than your head. 
 It’s because I like mushrooms. 
 I forgot about the murder thing. 
 Canada’s gone? 
 You’re pressing very hard; you got some angst? 
 You spit in my mouth, I think we passed that point. 
 If the whole world used drums instead of machine guns, it would be a much better place. 
 If you were to melt a liquid down to a liquid… 
 Bromine, not bro mine <3 
 Is that a potato? 
 You know it’s serious when he sends you a Pokémon meme. 
 That’s a very polite way to ask someone out. ‘Would you ever consider dating me?” 
 Uh, please put that out of your hand. 
 She’s not your friend! She’s mine! 
 I would never want to run for fun. 
 What, are you going to cry now that someone’s in love with you? 
 When Christopher Columbus came over and saw the dinosaurs, he probably wiped most of 

them out. 
 Have a nice day until I see you next period. 
 You’re a nacho man. You like cheese! 
 Like, we’re interrogating pennies. 
 We need to know why it’s getting lighter in the morning and dark earlier. 
 More dark time! 
 They have waterbeds, why can’t they have water walls? 
 What JUNK that water is! 
 I’m my own child! 
 Person 1: I’m SORRY! 
 Person 2: You’re welcome! 
 Surprise, surprise! A massage is not just a wall of compression! 
 If I can’t be the best, I can sure as heck be the worst. 
 I have blue eyeshadow, now I can finally die happy. 
 Person 1: When I first came here, no one would talk to me because they thought I was an un-

dercover cop. 
 Person 2: Yeah, last year we did. 
 Person 1: I’m talking about 15 years ago. 
 This day is the worst! And it’s only second period! 
 Okay, get mono then. 
 I have a note, you can’t make fun of me any-

more! 
 She didn’t even know what a Kaiser roll was! 
 You kicked my bread, you’re not my friend any-

more! 
 I am an independent man! 
 My birthday was several months ago! 
 

Hallway Chatter 
By: Mercy Walker 



 Practice Makes Perfect  

By: Bryan Baes 
 
 

Do you ever wonder what it is like to be part of a sports team here at Roy-Hart? Our 
JV baseball team practices six days a week for two hours. We practice so much to get 
ready for the upcoming season.  Personally, our spring training helps with hitting and 
fielding.  Here is a look at what our practices are like. During practice we start off play-
ing catch and then after about five minutes of that we stretch. Once we are done 
stretching we warm up our hands. We warm up our hands by getting on two knees 
and then rolling the baseball between our legs, ten times each. Once we roll the ball 
between our legs ten times, we do our forehand side, which is the side we have our 
glove on. After that we stretch out our arms by laying them up against the wall and ap-
plying pressure. Next, our coach usually hits us grounders. When we have warmed up  
fielding, we play a game called Knockout. In Knockout our coach hits the ball and you 
have to stop it and make a good throw. At the end, we set up for batting practice. We 
have a bunch of stations: one is where you hit baseballs into a net, another is where 
we hit tennis balls into a net, and in last station we have a cage that goes across the 
gym where our coach pitches to us for practice. Our first  
game is on April 1st. Come out to support us! 
 
 



BTS Love Yourself Tour in Seoul 

By: Jayden Trout-Walker, AnaLisa Migliore, and Lydia Pusateri 

 

 
On January 26th, the BTS Love Yourself Tour in Seoul movie was released 

across 95 countries and in 4,100 cinemas, making the movie the widest worldwide re-
lease ever (breaking yet another record). Last year in 2018, the first BTS movie sold 
nearly one million pre-sale tickets and ended up breaking the record for “highest-
grossing cinema musical production” that was set by One Direction in 2014. 
 
As I have stated in my past articles, BTS is a South Korean Idol Boy Band consisting 
of seven members: RM, Jin, Suga, J-Hope, Jimin, Jungkook, and V. This movie was 
not really a movie, rather a concert that was shot professionally, but definitely worth 
seeing. It was shot in the Olympic Stadium in Seoul, South Korea. It was a concert 
that most of A.R.M.Y. (the fans) wanted to see but obviously not all could, so this mov-
ie was a way for the entire fan base to see it at once, worldwide. 

 
Besides breaking the record for being the largest worldwide cinema event ever, the 
movie was named “The highest per cinema average at the Saturday box office,” raking 
in about twelve million dollars worldwide. Which is why this one day screening was de-
cided to be re-released again in February on the 9th and 10th, in even more locations 
and cinemas. This allowed those who had missed the premiere on the 26th to get to 
see it on the dates in February. BTS concerts sell out fast, so seeing them on screen 
is the next best option. This led to the movie being sold out in a lot of places. 
 
 



Jayden, AnaLisa, and I all went to see this movie together. We almost weren’t 
able to, because the theater we had originally wanted to go to had already sold 
out at both times. Here are our opinions on the film. 
 
Jayden: I believe the movie was astounding and at certain parts even breathtak-
ing. There were also some male fans who were there and it didn’t look like they 
weren’t having a good time and  they even sang to some of the songs. The vol-
ume of everyone around us was reasonable and most weren’t being too extra, 
like standing up or dancing, but rather staying in their seats the entire time. 
Some people were a bit too energetic and disrespectful by taking pictures and 
videos, which made a guy come in and yell at me even though it wasn’t me. The 
quality of the movie was clear and didn’t look like it was taken on a person’s 
phone, but rather professionally shot. The people around us in the theater and 
the audio of the movie made it feel like we were at a real BTS concert, especial-
ly during the fan chants. There was a great amount of energy between A.R.M.Y. 
and the movie. 
 
AnaLisa: It was a fun and nice experience, but when the guy came over to scold 
us, I got a little mad. It was nice to hang out and find others who likes BTS and 
other bands like I do and it was nice to go with Lydia and Jayden. I also agree 
with Jayden and believe it is astounding. The camera angles gave different and 
impressive viewpoints of what you were watching—which was incredible. I think 
at the end of the movie, during the credits, when it showed BTS practicing be-
fore the concert was cool and insightful on how hard their concerts really are for 
them and how much effort they put into their performances. Everyone in the the-
ater was having fun and it made the experience even better for us. 
 
Lydia: I loved the entire movie and the experience was amazing thanks to my 
fellow A.R.M.Y., Jayden, AnaLisa, and even my mom who seemed to have en-
joyed herself. The audience did occasionally get a little wild, especially during 
the choreography of some songs, but that’s what made the movie feel more like 
a concert. I’ve already checked some reviews online along with twitter posts and 
they all would recommend it to, as one of the reviews said, “Any human who 
wants to smile.” The amount of fans there wasn’t necessarily surprising, but ra-
ther inspiring because it just means that BTS’s music has spread all the way 
from Seoul to this small town in New York. I witnessed many people who hadn't 
met before interacting and having fun even without knowing each other. 
 
Overall the movie was a 10/10 for all of us and as much as we want to recom-
mend to watch it in the theater, it’s too late. The BTS Love Yourself Tour in Seoul 
CD was officially released March 27th, it is a little pricey, but worth it. 
 


